OVERVIEW OF DEVELOPMENTS OF REGIONAL IMPACT (DRI) REVIEW

Company/Developer plans project that requires some service or action by a local government

Local government reviews DRI Threshold to check if project meets the criteria

Local government fully completes DRI Forms 1 & 2 and submits online

RC determination that the project is a DRI and warrants review.

RC provides a DRI Information Packet to all affected parties

RC reviews project, comments from affected parties and compiles a DRI Report.

RC transmits DRI Report to local government, applicant, all affected parties and DCA. This transmittal officially completes the DRI process.

Online system sends notification to RC, local government and DCA that a DRI was submitted.

RC notifies local government, applicant, DCA and affected parties.

Withdrawal of DRI: If, at any time during the DRI process, an applicant desires to withdraw a DRI project from the process, the local government must inform the RC in writing of the request. The Regional Commission must provide notice of this withdrawal to all affected parties.